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Rotary slide valve mechanism

Float - Lever Mechanism

Modulating discharge (Proportional control action)

On-Off discharge

Immersion Tube - Gas tight shutoff & ensures smooth ow of
condensate to outlet port

The entire ofce is suddenly exposed to outlet leads to on-off discharge
of condensate

Operate effectively even of smaller differential pressure of 0.01 bar

Limiting differential pressure is 0.1 bar.

They are insensitive to back pressure and their operation is not
affected by pressure uctuations

Operation is affected by pressure uctuation

Can handle sudden surge loads of condensate due to higher body
housing dimensions

Can’t handle sudden surge load due to compact design

Relatively suitable to handle water hammer condition

Not suitable for water hammer condition.

Ball oat failure rate is rare as oat is fusion welded and uses no ller
metal during welding process.

More prone to failure of ball oat as oat is welding by TIG welding due
to which there is possibility of oat failure due to thermal stresses acting
on two dissimilar materials.
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Float controlled steam trap is an ideal choice for removal of
condensate from process heating equipment such as heat
exchangers, storage tank coils, drying cyclinders, reactors,
jacketed vessels, ovens etc.
Float controlled steam traps nd applications in various process
industries such as :
Chemicals & Fertilizers

Dairy

Hotels & Hospitality

Renery & Petrochemical

Paper

Textile

Edible Oil

Sugar

Tobacco

Rubber & Tyre
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Float Steam Traps
STEAM ENGINEERING

Water and Wastewater Solutions
Solar
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This brochure presents only some of our products and we reserve the right to amend any product details without
notice. The photographs used in the brochure are indicative and may not match the actual plant.

Why Steam Traps ?
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A Steam trap is an automatic valve which closes to trap steam & opens to discharge condensate, air & non-condensable gases from the steam system. Float
controlled steam trap is an ideal choice for removal of condensate from process heating equipment such as heat exchangers, storage tank coils, drying
cylinders, jackets, reactors, jacketed vessels, ovens etc.

To be the most preferred solution provider in the field of energy management that delivers a delightful experience to its clients with its products and services in the chosen geographies of operation.
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